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LIMA: Leftist Pedro Castillo held a razor-thin lead Wednesday in
Peru’s polarizing presidential election as his right-wing rival Keiko
Fujimori made renewed allegations of voter fraud she claimed in-
volved half a million ballots. With 99 percent of votes counted from
Sunday’s presidential poll, rural school teacher and union leader
Castillo retained a tiny lead of 50.2 percent over Fujimori’s 49.7
percent. Late Wednesday Fujimori asked the National Electoral Tri-
bunal (JNE) to annul the results of 802 polling stations, the equiv-
alent of 200,000 votes.

She also asked for another 300,000 ballots to be reviewed, so
“half a million votes are in play,” she said at a press conference. Fu-
jimori, the daughter of jailed former president Alberto Fujimori, led
in early counting but as Castillo slowly gained ground she alleged
“irregularities” and “signs of fraud.” Peruvian authorities and elec-
tion observers have dismissed any possibility of counting fraud.

For Fujimori, the stakes are higher than mere power: she faces
more than 30 years in prison if convicted on charges of taking
money from scandal-tainted Brazilian construction giant Odebrecht
to fund presidential bids in 2011 and 2016. She has already spent
16 months in pretrial detention. Under Peruvian law, election victory
would see the charges suspended until after her term, but defeat
could see her put on trial.

Crises and corruption 
Peruvians voted on Sunday for their fifth president in three years

after a series of crises and corruption scandals saw three different
leaders in office in a single week last year. Both candidates had pre-
viously agreed to respect the outcome. As Fujimori spoke, Castillo

thanked backers rallying in his support. “Let’s not be provoked by
those who want to see this country in chaos. Therefore, we make a
call for peace and tranquility,” he tweeted. Castillo earlier said party
observers considered his triumph a done deal, even as authorities
held back on announcing an outcome.

“In the name of the Peruvian people,” Castillo thanked “em-
bassies and governments from Latin America and other countries”
for messages of congratulations on his “victory.” Late Wednesday
Castillo supporters rallied outside the vote counting office in
downtown Lima, while a pro-Fujimori crowd gathered in a large
Lima park to denounce the vote “fraud.” No government has of-
ficially recognized a Castillo victory, although Bolivia’s former left-
ist president Evo Morales sent a message of “congratulations for
this victory.”

The win is “also for the Latin American people who want to live
with social justice!” tweeted Morales, Bolivia’s first indigenous
president. Castillo is ahead by 79,000 votes, but with ballots still
being tallied and votes being challenged by both sides, the process
will likely take 10 to 12 days to be fully resolved, an official from the
vote counting authority ONPE told AFP. As in Peru’s three previous
presidential elections, also tightly-run, the tail-end of vote counting
has been slow due to delays in the arrival of ballots in Lima from
rural and jungle areas, and from abroad-where one million of the
country’s 25 million eligible voters live.

Fujimori has taken most of the expat votes counted, but Castillo
is widely popular among rural electors. Overcoming that difference
for Fujimori “will be very difficult, because there should be more
votes that remain to be counted in Peru than abroad,” analyst Hugo

Otero told AFP. Peru’s military committed itself in a statement to
“respect the will of the people expressed at the ballot box,” even
as calls circulated on social media for the armed forces to prevent
Castillo from taking power. Both Castillo and Fujimori have said they
will respect democracy and form governments that will lead to eco-
nomic stability. Whoever wins will lead a nation battered by recession
and the world’s highest coronavirus death rate, with more than
186,000 deaths among its 33 million population. Two million Peru-
vians have lost their jobs during the pandemic and nearly a third now
live in poverty, official figures show. Peruvians will also be looking for
stability, with seven of their last 10 leaders either convicted or under
investigation for graft. —AFP
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UK schools plagued
by sexual harassment
LONDON: UK schools are failing to protect children from un-
wanted explicit photos, videos and comments in a culture
where online sexual harassment is now seen as normal, a gov-
ernment watchdog said yesterday. The report by Ofsted, based
on testimony from hundreds of children, was “very concerning”,
Education Minister Gavin Williamson tweeted. Despite the
scale of the problem, school heads and teachers “consistently
underestimated the prevalence of online sexual abuse,” the
schools inspection body said.

The report comes after the Everyone’s Invited website
posted thousands of anonymous accounts of sexual abuse and
harassment at British schools, drawing government attention to
the problem. “Children and young people told us that sexual
harassment occurs so frequently that it has become ‘common-
place’,” said Ofsted. Such behavior is so common that schools
should assume it is happening, whether or not children report
it to teachers, Ofsted said. “Some forms of sexual harassment
and online sexual abuse have become so normalized for chil-
dren that they do not see the point in reporting and challenging
this behavior,” it said. Almost 90 percent of girls and nearly 50
percent of boys said they or their peers regularly received un-
wanted explicit photos and videos, it said. “Sexist name-call-
ing”, including use of words like “slag” and “slut”, happens
often, according to 92 percent of girls. —AFP

Pope rejects German
bishop’s offer to
quit over abuse
ROME: Pope Francis yesterday rejected an offer by Cardinal
Reinhard Marx, a top German bishop, to resign over the mis-
handling of sexual abuse and cover-up scandals. Continue as
you propose (in your pastoral work) but as Archbishop of Mu-
nich and Freising,” the pope wrote to Marx, referring to the po-
sition he was offering to vacate. Marx announced earlier this
month that he had offered the pope his resignation over the
church’s “institutional and systemic failure” in handling child sex
abuse scandals. The stunning decision came after the church in
Germany, like in many places elsewhere, was shaken by allega-
tions of wide-ranging abuse by clergymen against minors.

In his letter, the pope agreed with Marx in calling the clerical
sexual abuse scandals “a catastrophe” and the way the Catholic
Church dealt with them “until recently”.  “The entire Church is
in crisis because of the abuse issue” and “the Church cannot
proceed without tackling this crisis. The policy of burying the
head in the sand leads nowhere,” he wrote. In his original letter
to the pope dated May 21 and published on June 4 by his arch-
diocese, Marx said: “It is important to me to share the respon-
sibility for the catastrophe of the sexual abuse by Church
officials over the past decades.”

Investigations and reports had “consistently shown there
have been many personal failures and administrative mistakes
but also institutional or ‘systemic’ failure,” added Marx, who was

president of the German Bishops’ Conference from 2012 to 2020.
Slamming colleagues who “refuse to believe there is a shared
responsibility in this respect”, he said the Church was at “a dead
end”. Marx-who was never personally accused of abuse or cover
up, and who would have remained a cardinal even if Francis had
allowed him to quit as archbishop-added that he hoped his res-
ignation would offer a new beginning for the Church. Speaking
to journalists, he confirmed the pope had given him permission
to publish the letter and that he would continue in his role until
he received a response to his offer. —AFP

LIMA: Peruvian leftist presidential candidate Pedro Castillo of Peru Libre waves
to supporters from his party headquarters’ balcony in Lima. —AFP 

VATICAN CITY: In this file handout photo Pope Francis (right) meeting with
chairman of the German Bishops’ Conference, Archbishop of Munich and
Freising, German Cardinal Reinhard Marx (left) during a private audience
at the Vatican.  —AFP


